
INPUT OUTPUT9V/DC

GAIN - Controls 
the amount of 
gain

BITE - Brings highs 
forward or 
smooths them out

ON/OFF - Turns the 
pedal on and off

The El Hombre was sort of a happy accident if you will.  We were heavily listening to early ZZ Top records at the time such as ZZ 

Top’s (First Album), Tres Hombres and Fandango.  This was right around the time we lost Eddie Van Halen (R.I.P).  We had learned 

how influenced Van Halen was by ZZ Top and we were truly listening to the music to hear those influences.  It was quite 

remarkable how you can hear similarities not only in the guitar but in the backing vocals and the overall vibe of the music. 

We starting thinking how back then the options for equipment were so limited and guitar players used what they could.  Making 

a mark for yourself as a player depended on your hands, your skills and your musicality and not so much your gear since it was so 

limited. 

We wondered how Billy Gibbons got such great natural tones so of course we set out to learn about his gear.  We already knew 

nobody had his hands at the time.   

In the process we had been working on many new designs for overdrive circuits.  One morning we decided to start sifting 

through some older designs that we were slated as Van Halen pedals.  One popped out as simply amazing in terms of how 

natural it sounded but it also had a strange familiarity.  We finally realized that an older design we had done was the magic 

bullet for those early ZZ Top tones.  We ended up tweaking it a bit more and found it can do all of the ZZ Top tones from past to 

present.  We have found that the El Hombre is incredibly balanced, inspiring and motivating in which to play just about any style.  

Anyone who knows us knows that we have almost too many OD’s in the mix but this pedal is so good none of us could deny the 

fact that it needed to hit the market ahead of some newer designs. 

Of course there was Tres Hombres but this pedal was aimed right at Billy Gibbons and his tone so of course that is where “El 

Hombre” came from.  We would love to pass this pedal along as a ZZ Top drive but it is much more than that. Give it a try with 

any style of guitar playing and we are confident you will be happy!

EL HOMBRE

POWER - 9V/DC Negative Tip 

mA Draw - 18mA 

Dimension: 

L-4.00”  W-2.32”  H-1.85” 

(Height Depending on knob 

type)

https://manuals.plus/m/0a7fbb31483efefc05d4b39e020ea916803d1ea2a01922bd995de70a3b9f42ec


The El Hombre is simple in format but complex in its abilities.  The tone section is very effective allowing you to alter 

the drive style simply by adjusting the “Bite” control.  When you bring the bite control up (Clockwise) it becomes 

more aggressive, turn it down (counter clockwise) making it smoother and more reminiscent of Dumble tones.  

Please experiment because there is a myriad of sounds in such a simple pedal.  Push the volume up and bring the 

gain back for some amazing blues tones, push the gain and drop the volume for the smooth Carleton/Ford 

sounds.  Bring the “Bite” control up and get wide open Plexi sounds.  We are confident that this pedal can achieve 

any tone you need which is why we love it so much.

WARRANTY 

 J. Rockett Audio Designs LLC will repair or replace, at its discretion, defective workmanship or 
materials on all new J. Rockett Audio Designs products directly or through the selling dealer or an 
authorized service technician for one year from the date of purchase at no cost to the original 
purchaser. Repair and replacement parts installed will be warranted for the unexpired portion of the 
original warranty term. 

Before sending a product in for repair, please contact us at jay@rockettpedals.com or call us at 
720-936-8623.  Or, please visit our return portal - https://rockettpedals.com/rma/  

This warranty does not cover shipping costs, product appearance or damages caused by accident, 
abuse, misuse or alteration. A dated sales slip or order number (issued by a tech, dealer or J. Rockett 
Audio Designs) must accompany a product being returned for warranty service. Repairs without a 
return authorization number will be refused. Please allow four (4) weeks for warranty service. For more 
information please contact J. Rockett Audio Designs via our website at www.rockettpedals.com or 
call us at 720-936-8623. No other warranty is expressed or implied. 


